Otago Harbour Golf Challenge
Hole-in-1 Golf Challenge - Terms & Conditions
The challenge is to score a ‘Hole in One’ and win $10,000. We’ve listed some basic Golf Rules for the challenge but the important
thing is to respect our Vauxhall Reserve. We love our community here at Vauxhall and share it with many other users, both on
and off the water. Have fun and please respect fellow users, our neighbours and the Vauxhall Reserve.

Before participating you must read and accept these terms and conditions.
Golf rules
1. Follow the directions of the Activity Manager or Spotter at all times. This includes any instruction to cease and return
the club.
2. Know the Strike Zone by first checking our signage.
3. Respect our neighbours and keep the noise down.
4. The Player must stop teeing if there is another water user or animal in the strike zone, or if instructed by the Activity
Manager or Spotter.
5. The Player must not aim or intentionally target any water user within or outside the striking area.
6. Aim for the pontoon at all times.
7. The Player must not leave or attempt to walk away from the striking area with clubs or balls.
8. Only OHGC balls can be used (this is a requirement under the consent).
9. Our Spotters check for birds, marine mammals and persons entering the Strike Zone and you agree to check also before
teeing off.
10. Teeing off will be suspended or cancelled when there is poor visibility, poor light or adverse wind conditions. This is to
be at the sole discretion of the Activity Manager.
11. For safety reasons Players MUST NOT retrieve miss hits.
12. For safety reasons Players must use a traditional golfing stance and stepping (or running) into a shot is prohibited.
13. We will refuse service to any person that exhibits signs of intoxication and immediately cease service to anyone
consuming alcohol.
14. If any Player fails to comply with the Spotter’s instructions the whole golfing activity will cease and customers will be
requested to leave.
15. If a Player or customer fails to return the golf club when requested by a Spotter then the Police will be contacted.
Prize rules
16. The main hole, is the Pink Flag (standard size hole) winners of this hole will receive a bank cheque of $10,000 but only
after our procedure is followed which includes checking the hole on the pontoon by OHGC Staff, security footage
reviewed and the entire operation will cease immediately so these steps can be undertaken.
17. The other two larger holes Blue and Yellow Flag holes you will receive a voucher for one of Dunedin’s local tourism or
hospitality businesses.
18. If you hit the surface of the pontoon with your golf ball (note does not include the sides of the pontoon) you will receive
1 free ball to play again.
Acceptance
19. I accept the above Rules and agree to abide by them.

*Otago Harbour Golf Challenge is the trading name of Otago Harbour Golf Challenge Ltd (“OHGC”) which has a Consent (LUC 2017 -408) from the Dunedin City Council to undertake designated sporting activity in the Vauxhall area.

